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Abstract
Phase plane plots of CERES radiative flux vs surface temperature with a time lag of nine months of
the radiative flux have been studied. Running 13 months centered averages were used both for the
radiative fluxes and the temperature anomalies according to HadCRUT3. Those lagged phase plane
plots show distinct straight lines with the slopes equal to 6 W m-2 for the total net radiative flux and
3 W m-2 for both the SW and the LW net radiative fluxes for the two year period of cooling and
warming in connection with the 2008 La Niña. A comparison with the results by Spencer and
Braswell (2010) indicates that those slopes likely are metrics of the corresponding climate feedback
parameters suggesting a fairly insensitive climate system.

Introduction
According to the concepts of radiative forcing and feedback the net radiative flux at the top of the
atmosphere (TOA) is separated into a forcing term and a feedback term.

N =F−H (1)
Gregory et al. (2004) adopted results from model experiments with Global Circulation Models
(GCMs) that the feedback term is proportional to the temperature change:

H = T (2)
This gives the following simple linear model equation for the TOA radiative flux:
N = F − T (3)
They used this simple model to study feedback in GCMs and coupled Atmospheric Ocean GCMs
(AOGCMs) in model experiments with 2 x CO2 och 4 x CO2. In such experiments the radiatvie
forcing in principle is changed instantaneously but in reality in the model experiments it is more
complicated because the troposphere and the stratosphere respond rather differently to the change in
carbon dioxide mixing ratio. The stratosphere reaches equilibrium much faster than the troposphere.
As a consequence the forcing due to changed carbon dioxide mixing ratio is often related to the net
radiative flux at the top of the troposphere after equilibration of the stratosphere.
Gregory et al. (2004) plotted the net radiative flux N vs the temperature anomaly T both for the
TOA and for the top of the troposphere. The relaxation process in the model experiments resulted in
straight lines, the slopes of which correspond to the feedback parameter  , the intercepts on the
y-axis give values of the radiative forcing and the intercepts on the x-axis are measures of the
climate sensitivity in case of a 2 x CO 2 model experiment.
Such plots were done for total net radiative flux, for long wave (LW) radiative flux and for short
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wave (SW) radiative flux.
Spencer and Braswell (2010) used the same conceptual framework and model equation of the net
radiative flux for evaluating radiative flux observations with satellites. They reasoned that if
satellite data of net radiative flux is plotted vs temperature anomaly and the points are connected in
time sequence to obtain a phase plane plot, segments of straight lines should appear in periods when
the radiative forcing is constant. The slope of such segments would be equal to the feedback
parameter  . If segments with the same slope would appear several times in the phase plane plot
at difference to more randomly occurring slopes of other line segments this would be a strong
indication that this slope corresponds to the feedback parameter value.
Spencer and Braswell used one month averaging and three month averaging for CERES data and
for ERBE 216 days averages. They found indications of such segments of straight lines (also called
striations) when using phase plane plots of net radiative flux vs middle troposphere temperature
anomaly both with ERBE and CERES data. The middle troposphere temperature was selected
because it is more correlated to the TOA radiative flux than the surface temperature.
They also found interesting great loops in the phase plane diagrams, with large excursions of the
temperature anomaly, especially in connection with the Mount Pinatubo cooling in ERBE data and
with the 2008 La Niña cooling and subsequent warming in CERES data.
They further applied their phase plane method to the radiative flux data from AOGCMs where they
studied phase planes not only with total net radiative flux but also with LW and SW fluxes. In those
cases they used surface temperature anomalies and 11 months low pass filtered averages. They
studied periods of 50 years of length.
Indications of striations were found in the LW phase planes of four of the AOGCMs and their slopes
coincided with the feedback parameter values determined by Foster and Taylor (2006). However, in
the phase plane diagrams for total net radiative flux or SW flux none of the AOGCMs produced
significant striations. The result with LW phase planes is a support for the method since the
AOGCMs confirm that if many striations appear with a common slope, this slope equals the value
of the feedback parameter.
The present study is firmly based on the idea of using phase plane plots according to Spencer and
Braswell (2010). The main innovation in this study is the usage of phase plane plots where the
radiative flux with a time lag is plotted vs surface temperature.

Results
In the present study data for radiative fluxes and surface temperature from a compilation prepared
by Spencer and Braswell (2011, see appendix) was used to plot phase plane diagrams based on 13
months centered running averages both for the radiative fluxes and for the temperature anomalies.
Surface temperature anomalies from HadCRUT3 were used. The running averages were calculated
from the monthly data prepared by Spencer and Braswell.
Figure 1 show the phase plane plots for net radiative flux, LW flux and SW flux. The three straight
lines correspond to climate feedback parameter values of 1.2, 3 and 6 W m -2. Note that the
negative value of N is plotted in order to adapt to the sign convention used by Spencer and Braswell
(2010).
In those three phase plane diagrams there are no obvious line segments with a recurring common
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slope. However, there is a great loop with large temperature excursions, at first cooling and then
warming, covering mid 2007 to mid 2009 in all the diagrams corresponding to the 2008 La Niña.
Another interesting temperature excursion is seen in the first months with a temperature increase
from September 2000 to July 2001.
The form of those phase plane curves suggest that there are great changes in radiative forcing
during the 2008 La Niña assuming that equation (3) is a valid model. For the same temperature
anomaly we find vastly different radiative fluxes between the upper and lower branch of the great
loop, which is only possible if the radiative forcing in equation (3) has changed.
In the next step phase plane plots with lags in the radiative fluxes were investigated. It appeared that
increasing the time lag between radiative fluxes and temperature anomalies contracted the loops
connected to the 2008 La Niña. It appeared that the loops almost were transformed to straight lines
at a time lag of 9 months. This is shown in figure 2.
Comparing with the straight lines with known slopes in the diagrams we may estimate the slopes of
those nearly linear segments of the phase plane plots. For the net radiative flux the slope is closest
to 6 W m-2, and both for the LW and SW fluxes the slopes are closest to 3 W m-2.
The large temperature increase from September 2000 to July 2001 also exhibits a slope close to
6 W m-2 during the first 9 months in the diagram for net radiative. In the other two diagrams
straight line segements and their slopes for this temperature increase are less clear.

Discussion
Two possible explanations have been considered in this work for the transformation of the great
loops in figure 1 to nearly straight lines in the phase plane plots with lag in figure 2. Equation (3)
may be rewritten:
N
F − T
=
(4)
T
T

Large radiative forcing
If F ≫ T then the ratio according to equation (4) will illustrate the relation between change in
radiative forcing and temperature change. If the radiative forcing F would be oscillating with the
same period and phase as T we would get a constant ratio and a straight line in the phase plane
diagram. The slope of this line would however be completely unrelated to  . However, if the
radiative forcing would be a delayed effect of the temperature variations (for example via cloud
changes) it is reasonable that it oscillates with the same period as the temperature but with a phase
shift.
This is illustrated in figure 3 showing curves calculated with sinusoidal functions for F and
T with the same period equal to 48 months. However, there is a phase shift with F delayed
11 months. The amplitude of F equals 0.5 W m-2, for T the amplitude equals 0.1 K while
=1.2 W m-2 K-1.
This produces an elliptic phase plane curve when the net radiative flux N is plotted vs T . Note
the similarity of this curve with the observed phase plane curves in figure 1. However, when N is
phase shifted with 9 months N and T is nearly in phase and the phase plane curve becomes
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nearly a straight line. However, the slope of this line is unrelated to the value of
=1.2 W m-2 K-1.

Small radiative forcing
In this case we have F ≪ T . We assume that the variation in radiative forcing during the great
loop of the La Niña episode is negligible, that the radiative forcing is a constant, and that the change
in TOA radiative flux with a lag amounting to t phs as a consequence is proportional to the change
in temperature anomaly at time t:
N tt phs = F − T t  (5)

When N tt phs  is plotted vs T t  we will again obtain an elliptic phase plane curve (in
case of sinusoidal oscillations) similar to the curves in figure 1 since the radiative flux is oscillating
with the same period as the temperature anomaly but with a phase shift. Unlike when equation (3) is
adopted the difference in radiative flux between the two branches of the elliptic curve is not an
indication of changes in radiative forcing. At once we have compensated for the phase shift in a
lagged phase plane plot the radiative flux will follow a straight line as seen in figure 2.
In a figure corresponding to figure 3 for this case, the phase plane plots in diagram A. looks almost
the same as in figure 3 for =6 W m-2 K-1 but the slope of the nearly linear lagged phase plane
plot really corresponds to  . In diagram B. the blue and the red curve will coincide as a
consequence of equation (5).
Equation (5) represents a modified model compared to equation (3). However, the climate feedback
parameter  in equation (5) may also be related to climate sensitivity in a similar way as  in
equation (3). If we consider a change between two steady state conditions after a step change in F
we would from equation (5) obtain for the climate sensitivity S, like in the case without lag:
1  T 
S= =
.

F
Hence the slopes of the lines in figure 2 give us values of the climate feedback parameters that
could be a measure of climate sensitivity.

Impact of changes in external radiative forcing
The temperature excursions that were discussed above occur during a period of time of not more
than two years. Although external radiative forcing may well change, mostly due to changing
greenhouse gas concentrations, during this time interval the changes are fairly small compared to
the total change in radiative flux. The greenhouse gas forcing may change around 0.03 W m -2 a-1.
Also in the 2008 La Niña episode discussed at first the temperature and the radiative flux decreased
during one year and then both increased during the next year while the external radiative forcing is
steadily changing in one direction. This means that when calculating an average slope between the
two branches of the La Niña episode the change in the greenhouse gas radiative forcing will cancel.

Comparison of the two explanations
The two cases represent rather different cases with respect to the climate sensitivity. The first
explanation is compatible with the range of climate sensitivities found in AOGCMs (Forster and
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Taylor, 2006). However, an oscillating radiative forcing with an amplitude of 0.5 W m-2 K-1 may be
difficult to grasp conceptually. It appears more likely that internal variations dominate the La Niña
and ENSO.
Indeed the second explanation assumes that the changes are driven by internal variations where the
temperature changes are solely driven by the ENSO. However, this explanation depends on how
reasonable the postulated lag between the feedback radiative change and the temperature change is.
Also, this explanation results in a climate feedback parameter value corresponding to a fairly
nonsensitive climate system which is far from found in climate models (Forster and Taylor, 2006).
In the latter case we find a great value of the climate feedback parameter for SW flux far from what
is found in climate models (Forster and Taylor, 2006). Considering that cloud processes are rather
complicated and strongly connected to changes in water vapor in space and time and precipitation
processes (Stephens, 2005) this may not be an unreasonable result.
Also the value of the climate feedback parameter for LW is greater than found by Forster and Taylor
(2006). A value around 3 W m-2 K-1 would mean that the water vapor feedback is small or
compensated for by other not well understood processes. However, neither this result may be
unreasonable considering the complex interactions described by Stephens (2005).

Comparison with the results by Spencer and Braswell
Spencer and Braswell (2010) found straight line segments with a constant recurring value of the
slope, which they called striations, in phase plane plots of CERES data for net total radiative flux vs
middle tropospheric temperature anomalies. The recurring value of the slope of those striations also
were around 6 W m-2 but they were mostly not connected to the 2008 La Niña event.
They noted that the middle tropospheric temperature is more correlated to the TOA radiative flux
than the surface temperature. A consequence of this could be that changes in the TOA radiative flux
come with less lag compared to changes in the middle troposphere temperature. This could mean
that straight line segments appear more easily in phase plane plots based on middle tropospheric
temperature than based on surface temperature in a period when the radiative forcing is constant.
Combining the results in this study with the results by Spencer and Braswell (2010) suggests that
the recurring value of 6 W m-2 is more likely to be seen as the value of a climate feedback parameter
rather than a ratio between changes in the radiative forcing and changes in temperature. It does not
seem likely that the latter type of ratio would have this recurring property.
This is also supported by the results that Spencer and Braswell obtained from phase plane plots on
LW radiative flux vs surface temperatures from four AOGCMs that showed clear striations which
seem connected to ENSO like phenomena. Those results are found in figure 10 of Spencer and
Braswell (2010). In those plots many of the loops are rather narrow and their recurring slopes
appear to agree with the feedback parameter values determined for LW radiative flux by Foster and
Taylor (2006).
Note that in the corresponding phase plane plots for SW and total net radiative flux in figure 11 and
12 in Spencer and Braswell (2010) striations are not seen but instead great loops, suggesting that
there is much more lag between SW and total radiative flux and surface temperature than in case of
LW radiative flux in those AOGCMs.
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Conclusions
Phase plane plots of TOA total net radiative flux vs surface temperature anomaly with a lag in the
radiative flux of 9 months show straight line segments with a slope of 6 W m-2 K-1. This result
agrees with the straight line segments (called striations) found by Spencer and Braswell (2010) in
phase plane plots of TOA radiative flux vs middle tropospheric temperature anomaly. The present
study finds support for the hypothesis that such straight line segments show the feedback response
by the climate system due to temperature changes forced by internal variations such as the
interactions between the deep ocean and the climate system occurring during a La Niña. If this is so
a fairly insensitive climate system is indicated.
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Appendix
Data according to Spencer and Braswell 2011

ii
From: "Sparad av Windows Internet Explorer 9"
Subject:
Date: Sun, 25 Dec 2011 21:58:25 +0100
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/html;
charset="Windows-1252"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
Content-Location: http://www.climateaudit.info/data/spencer/flux.csv
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.1.7601.17609
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">
<!DOCTYPE HTML>><HTML><HEAD>
<META content=3D"text/html; charset=3Dwindows-1252" =
http-equiv=3D"Content-Type">
<META name=3D"GENERATOR" content=3D"MSHTML 9.00.8112.16440"></HEAD>
<BODY><PRE>YEAR,MONTH,LW_tot,SW_tot,Net_tot,LW_clr,SW_clr,Net_clr,HadCRUT=
3,UAH_LT,UAH_MT=0A=
2000,1,,,,,,,,,=0A=
2000,2,,,,,,,,,=0A=
2000,3,0.089038182,0.057676364,-0.139100909,0.070176364,0.266411818,-0.43=
6510909,-0.131636364,-0.189,-0.179727273=0A=
2000,4,-0.202116364,0.421522727,-0.135764545,-0.119964545,0.289750909,-0.=
191850909,0.006363636,-0.115,-0.153090909=0A=
2000,5,0.177579091,0.223055455,-0.365591818,0.204631818,0.319180909,-0.52=
623,-0.142727273,-0.056,-0.088454545=0A=
2000,6,0.512192727,0.225170909,-0.647005455,0.505854545,0.300374545,-1.28=
4726364,-0.184,-0.073,-0.097909091=0A=
2000,7,-0.506904,0.035803,0.614163,-0.19079,-0.066752,-0.224253,-0.178,-0=
.196,-0.2199=0A=
2000,8,-0.314824,0.069245,0.514257,-0.030828,0.725003,-0.548428,-0.1128,-=
0.215,-0.2572=0A=
2000,9,-0.222265,0.495174,-0.09282,-0.039265,0.541149,-0.356034,-0.1098,-=
0.186,-0.1825=0A=
2000,10,-1.167086,1.361801,0.15422,-0.133388,0.381193,0.229604,-0.2274,-0=
.223,-0.1797=0A=
2000,11,-0.651484,0.473388,0.470343,-0.116611,0.826931,-0.237589,-0.2541,=
-0.191,-0.1294=0A=
2000,12,-0.050205,0.106493,0.21139,0.108225,0.36191,-0.354005,-0.1934,-0.=
178,-0.0866=0A=
2001,1,-0.161013,-1.356023,1.728054,-0.599491,0.152365,0.371837,-0.1042,-=
0.235,-0.2274=0A=
2001,2,-0.69526,0.711943,0.181159,-0.340096,0.466401,-0.134171,-0.1443,-0=
.108,-0.0522=0A=
2001,3,-0.681141818,-0.029283636,0.797689091,-0.425433636,0.515241818,0.0=
63149091,0.024363636,-0.089,-0.113727273=0A=
2001,4,-0.430376364,0.966922727,-0.473204545,0.131045455,0.736490909,-0.8=
44810909,-0.013636364,0.035,0.049909091=0A=
2001,5,0.190799091,0.368175455,-0.436301818,0.422341818,0.212190909,-0.53=
193,0.006272727,0.084,0.078545455=0A=
2001,6,-0.532857273,0.085370909,0.540584545,-0.119125455,1.337624545,-1.8=
90286364,-0.005,-0.083,-0.055909091=0A=
2001,7,-0.208004,-0.037427,0.438883,-0.23794,0.168798,-0.259503,0.02,-0.0=
46,-0.0209=0A=
2001,8,0.527116,0.380955,-0.785673,0.462982,0.502783,-0.773918,0.0542,0.1=
55,0.1778=0A=
2001,9,-0.244485,-0.148236,0.4705,-0.461745,0.061949,0.382466,-0.0258,-0.=
096,-0.0815=0A=
2001,10,-0.299876,1.158441,-0.64372,0.148542,0.195983,0.034784,-0.0434,-0=
.013,0.0363=0A=
2001,11,0.436566,-0.190852,-0.085107,0.635349,-0.449869,-0.568229,0.1019,=
-0.021,0.0506=0A=

iii
2001,12,-0.082455,1.079953,-0.79464,0.179855,-0.60716,0.550925,-0.0364,0.=
032,0.0604=0A=
2002,1,-0.194353,0.570797,-0.076446,0.400189,-0.476835,0.293317,0.1698,0.=
015,0.0346=0A=
2002,2,0.26761,0.549743,-0.538231,0.483704,-0.605409,0.442259,0.1807,0.02=
2,0.0638=0A=
2002,3,-0.075661818,0.198626364,0.167719091,0.083786364,-0.233218182,0.41=
7029091,0.146363636,0.121,0.063272727=0A=
2002,4,0.571773636,0.507462727,-0.912074545,0.242685455,0.054220909,-0.15=
3020909,0.001363636,0.095,0.109909091=0A=
2002,5,0.850549091,-0.636984545,-0.041141818,0.503561818,0.434550909,-0.7=
3234,0.059272727,0.204,0.173545455=0A=
2002,6,0.198582727,0.713780909,-0.718655455,0.703464545,0.028094545,-1.09=
5226364,0.056,0.247,0.225090909=0A=
2002,7,0.471076,0.600903,-1.025347,0.36005,0.334068,-0.257093,0.046,0.114=
,0.1871=0A=
2002,8,0.314276,0.840575,-1.114233,0.239082,0.088403,-0.444838,-0.0248,0.=
075,0.1648=0A=
2002,9,0.507265,-0.247056,-0.16837,0.540595,-0.207601,-0.222984,-0.0178,0=
.054,0.1295=0A=
2002,10,-0.055406,-0.869289,0.99995,-0.344918,-0.165197,0.469364,-0.0634,=
-0.073,-0.0177=0A=
2002,11,-0.211104,0.259978,0.025363,-0.197931,0.386361,0.031561,-0.0111,0=
.059,0.1096=0A=
2002,12,0.133805,0.260973,-0.22918,-0.250335,0.48437,0.078775,-0.0294,0.0=
12,0.0754=0A=
2003,1,0.903717,-0.074723,-0.664446,0.304149,-0.026145,-0.190963,0.0968,0=
.095,0.1376=0A=
2003,2,0.3583,-0.502767,0.328519,0.101894,0.476211,-0.353861,0.0107,0.002=
,0.0648=0A=
2003,3,0.873478182,-0.656323636,-0.105100909,0.124966364,0.434451818,-0.4=
23810909,-0.037636364,-0.049,-0.008727273=0A=
2003,4,0.126103636,0.209042727,-0.217614545,0.065015455,0.188220909,-0.25=
5380909,-0.026636364,0.005,0.023909091=0A=
2003,5,0.188969091,0.568895455,-0.658671818,0.254281818,0.177640909,-0.85=
047,0.053272727,0.114,0.104545455=0A=
2003,6,0.240432727,-0.421939091,0.221174545,-0.172265455,-0.359825455,0.2=
20723636,0.024,-0.043,-0.044909091=0A=
2003,7,0.308166,-0.303027,0.028463,-0.23338,0.034148,0.432377,0.022,0.004=
,-0.0029=0A=
2003,8,0.018936,-0.704775,0.697997,-0.040898,-0.308997,0.098002,0.0732,0.=
015,0.0088=0A=
2003,9,0.182965,-0.322356,0.1581,0.534175,-0.230941,-0.371664,0.0902,0.00=
4,-0.0025=0A=
2003,10,0.592664,-0.700919,-0.14338,0.916342,-0.743547,-0.624966,0.1446,0=
.097,0.1023=0A=
2003,11,0.323046,-0.343802,-0.020517,-0.256751,-0.293879,0.741021,0.0239,=
0.029,0.0446=0A=
2003,12,0.915665,-0.267407,-0.64107,0.256125,0.62184,-0.925905,0.1656,0.2=
32,0.2214=0A=
2004,1,-0.296723,-0.189343,0.484744,-0.302491,0.079335,0.182437,0.0758,-0=
.005,0.0166=0A=
2004,2,0.39883,-0.823177,0.406079,0.540354,-0.162589,-0.420111,0.1407,0.0=
42,-0.0032=0A=
2004,3,-0.033321818,1.291026364,-1.315500909,0.413236364,-0.351868182,-0.=
124090909,0.047363636,0.191,0.167272727=0A=
2004,4,0.243943636,-0.813927273,0.528235455,-0.008134545,-0.181399091,0.2=
73729091,0.050363636,0.005,0.023909091=0A=
2004,5,-0.111660909,1.370175455,-1.322091818,0.048981818,0.637330909,-0.6=
1275,-0.060727273,-0.056,0.006545455=0A=
2004,6,0.450162727,0.804040909,-1.298045455,0.554374545,0.548974545,-0.72=

iv
8726364,-0.071,-0.053,-0.057909091=0A=
2004,7,-0.517464,-0.518707,0.970193,-0.12057,-0.020592,-0.034963,-0.064,-=
0.296,-0.2759=0A=
2004,8,-0.034644,-0.220555,0.248557,0.330832,-0.147607,0.098842,-0.0358,-=
0.155,-0.1222=0A=
2004,9,0.004075,-0.485076,0.56868,-0.088545,-0.126951,0.349266,0.0162,-0.=
066,-0.0625=0A=
2004,10,0.423064,-0.103049,-0.23965,0.200472,0.190453,-0.163726,0.0566,0.=
037,0.0213=0A=
2004,11,-0.077154,-0.235792,0.358783,0.205289,-0.500249,-0.122989,0.1219,=
-0.041,-0.0574=0A=
2004,12,-0.296415,-0.462407,0.78005,-0.078565,-0.5531,0.655725,0.0186,-0.=
048,-0.0546=0A=
2005,1,0.256687,-0.313703,-0.070586,0.205669,-0.062185,0.501197,0.0328,0.=
105,0.0706=0A=
2005,2,0.28844,0.432803,-0.826231,0.475454,0.145221,-0.585561,-0.0503,0.0=
12,0.0178=0A=
2005,3,0.162408182,0.013116364,-0.249160909,0.457106364,-0.449538182,-0.1=
39330909,0.036363636,0.081,0.033272727=0A=
2005,4,0.266293636,0.018512727,-0.357124545,0.751685455,0.020080909,-0.81=
3710909,0.090363636,0.215,0.198909091=0A=
2005,5,-0.651060909,-0.500404545,1.065348182,-0.002848182,-0.383019091,0.=
36179,0.097272727,0.104,0.013545455=0A=
2005,6,0.166132727,0.231670909,-0.464495455,0.383424545,-0.150525455,0.17=
6533636,0.094,0.147,0.081090909=0A=
2005,7,0.283206,0.513983,-0.829377,0.60157,-0.058322,-0.255663,0.103,0.16=
4,0.1371=0A=
2005,8,0.023206,0.337905,-0.367433,0.389472,-0.083627,0.064382,0.0572,0.0=
35,0.0248=0A=
2005,9,0.096685,-0.249006,0.11971,0.181575,-0.010651,-0.133904,0.0832,0.1=
34,0.1335=0A=
2005,10,0.437564,-0.249549,-0.19189,0.389332,-0.316777,-0.214006,0.0866,0=
.147,0.1143=0A=
2005,11,0.336756,-0.281062,-0.110687,0.574189,-0.013769,-0.263439,0.0789,=
0.119,0.0866=0A=
2005,12,0.394985,-1.078467,0.59202,0.333525,-0.62232,0.266025,0.0126,0.04=
2,-0.0156=0A=
2006,1,-0.586743,0.188257,0.310054,-0.117371,0.104745,-0.188483,-0.1092,-=
0.005,-0.0404=0A=
2006,2,-0.33092,0.126703,0.114969,-0.123336,-0.318739,0.331919,0.0177,0.0=
52,-0.0242=0A=
2006,3,-0.226901818,0.019956364,0.162209091,-0.048153636,-0.128178182,0.1=
42939091,-0.082636364,0.061,0.002272727=0A=
2006,4,-0.556816364,-0.025637273,0.548335455,-0.116704545,-0.498539091,0.=
489399091,-0.073636364,-0.015,-0.060090909=0A=
2006,5,-0.532430909,-0.351564545,0.888848182,-0.107118182,-0.587469091,0.=
41511,-0.045727273,-0.136,-0.163454545=0A=
2006,6,0.720172727,-0.823449091,0.077274545,0.348164545,-0.186875455,0.32=
5423636,0.02,0.047,0.016090909=0A=
2006,7,0.401746,0.016613,-0.475157,0.43452,-0.000272,-0.890513,0.011,0.04=
4,0.1021=0A=
2006,8,0.145646,0.103875,-0.367563,-0.106918,0.004823,-0.040368,0.0412,0.=
095,0.0688=0A=
2006,9,0.213315,-0.554546,0.24327,-0.012325,-0.146591,0.076756,-0.0078,0.=
054,0.0005=0A=
2006,10,-0.086446,0.560751,-0.58437,-0.150688,0.180773,0.011494,0.0586,0.=
107,0.0493=0A=
2006,11,0.149246,-0.800352,0.503763,-0.328511,-0.023339,0.416371,0.0409,-=
0.001,-0.1014=0A=
2006,12,-0.038005,0.038163,-0.15701,0.087815,-0.04228,-0.156085,0.1656,0.=
072,0.0174=0A=

v
2007,1,0.936987,0.166257,-1.224336,0.839259,-0.488435,-0.605653,0.1818,0.=
215,0.1886=0A=
2007,2,0.3586,-0.693247,0.243069,0.244474,-0.060829,-0.208191,0.0787,0.05=
2,-0.0172=0A=
2007,3,0.559868182,0.092096364,-0.653670909,0.238746364,-0.233848182,0.03=
4709091,-0.024636364,0.111,0.061272727=0A=
2007,4,0.401993636,-0.709887273,0.304015455,0.280665455,-0.413409091,0.39=
3609091,0.028363636,0.035,-0.028090909=0A=
2007,5,0.253189091,0.107195455,-0.381371818,-0.094078182,0.082180909,0.04=
004,-0.010727273,0.084,0.013545455=0A=
2007,6,-0.364477273,-0.097659091,0.414754545,-0.115565455,-0.396905455,0.=
875713636,-0.034,0.087,0.027090909=0A=
2007,7,0.118406,0.027023,-0.242247,-0.07397,-0.288332,0.464827,-0.026,0.0=
74,0.0861=0A=
2007,8,-0.006954,0.282395,-0.430523,0.038692,-0.492777,0.115102,-0.0878,0=
.075,0.1068=0A=
2007,9,0.372075,0.285664,-0.84301,0.195895,-0.050821,-0.334734,-0.0178,-0=
.046,0.0015=0A=
2007,10,0.407424,-0.530999,-0.06424,-0.010348,-0.083097,-0.169846,-0.0544=
,-0.053,-0.0167=0A=
2007,11,0.150046,0.185688,-0.495697,-0.124011,0.289431,-0.203829,-0.1351,=
-0.131,-0.0624=0A=
2007,12,-0.030165,1.076353,-1.19515,-0.092005,0.48573,-0.590275,-0.1424,-=
0.198,-0.1486=0A=
2008,1,-1.043773,0.699707,0.260604,-1.103991,0.286315,0.612957,-0.3752,-0=
.495,-0.3804=0A=
2008,2,-0.13703,0.094723,-0.083541,-0.570786,0.152991,0.289229,-0.2383,-0=
.418,-0.2822=0A=
2008,3,-0.009811818,-1.240353636,1.069849091,-0.318083636,-0.499768182,0.=
695759091,-0.013636364,-0.199,-0.287727273=0A=
2008,4,-0.118036364,-0.055677273,0.008885455,-0.429394545,0.223770909,-0.=
033200909,-0.172636364,-0.165,-0.279090909=0A=
2008,5,-0.366250909,-0.846204545,1.053448182,-0.754658182,0.162910909,1.0=
6714,-0.105727273,-0.296,-0.356454545=0A=
2008,6,-0.284307273,-0.409349091,0.569984545,-0.616915455,-0.162945455,1.=
164273636,-0.11,-0.193,-0.221909091=0A=
2008,7,-0.105284,-0.630837,0.643303,-0.16262,-0.147122,0.558777,-0.016,-0=
.116,-0.1519=0A=
2008,8,-0.893194,-0.688325,1.507057,-0.895078,-0.298997,1.143112,-0.0568,=
-0.155,-0.2092=0A=
2008,9,-0.705395,0.704144,-0.05516,-0.628095,0.107809,0.465676,-0.0538,-0=
.046,-0.1095=0A=
2008,10,-0.386206,-0.612249,0.93864,-0.701068,0.210293,0.311314,0.0216,-0=
.073,-0.1627=0A=
2008,11,-0.289474,0.345348,-0.121597,-0.278621,0.000371,0.396351,-0.0111,=
-0.021,-0.1044=0A=
2008,12,-0.420415,-0.900287,1.20269,-0.381205,-0.06498,0.369235,-0.0304,-=
0.038,-0.1136=0A=
2009,1,-0.519893,-0.340573,0.723314,-0.123611,0.185025,-0.191213,-0.0412,=
-0.045,-0.1004=0A=
2009,2,-0.7015,-0.351427,0.892379,-0.825716,-0.224499,0.853979,-0.0563,-0=
.008,-0.0682=0A=
2009,3,-1.223771818,-0.048283636,1.144739091,-0.960523636,0.287651818,0.5=
30859091,-0.088636364,-0.039,-0.111727273=0A=
2009,4,0.016083636,-0.405157273,0.259015455,-0.412324545,-0.059399091,0.3=
47219091,-0.026636364,-0.095,-0.126090909=0A=
2009,5,-0.210770909,-0.700064545,0.808538182,-0.525988182,0.038920909,0.3=
1623,0.023272727,-0.046,-0.140454545=0A=
2009,6,-0.938987273,-0.872539091,1.722574545,-0.875415455,-0.177505455,1.=
566863636,0.09,-0.083,-0.183909091=0A=
2009,7,-0.244944,0.295673,-0.122877,-0.37687,0.044378,0.466007,0.082,0.25=

vi
4,0.1591=0A=
2009,8,0.220436,-0.401295,0.097557,-0.387338,0.010993,0.288112,0.0922,0.0=
75,0.0368=0A=
2009,9,-0.204235,0.521294,-0.4009,-0.222265,0.062649,0.145156,0.0432,0.19=
4,0.1735=0A=
2009,10,0.134304,-0.014939,-0.22556,-0.314278,0.149923,0.115984,0.0206,0.=
047,0.0533=0A=
2009,11,-0.166444,0.587458,-0.524647,-0.112391,-0.221989,-0.189229,0.0439=
,0.199,0.1636=0A=
2009,12,-0.526795,0.146633,0.2309,-0.163435,-0.06401,0.105585,0.0696,0.07=
2,0.0444=0A=
2010,1,0.705107,0.649347,-1.470956,0.497689,0.245815,-0.785433,0.0728,0.3=
55,0.3006=0A=
2010,2,0.19293,0.454703,-0.718171,0.014054,0.131241,-0.215491,0.0607,0.35=
2,0.3008=0A=
2010,3,0.565818182,0.301746364,-0.879670909,0.364176364,0.392661818,-0.76=
0700909,0.124363636,,0.374272727=0A=
2010,4,-0.318846364,-0.113177273,0.447295455,-0.384574545,-0.359789091,0.=
788019091,0.136363636,,0.239909091=0A=
2010,5,0.211089091,0.397725455,-0.611011818,0.050891818,-1.094419091,1.05=
341,0.126272727,,0.358545455=0A=
2010,6,-0.167047273,0.564900909,-0.418145455,-0.595995455,-0.780485455,0.=
669433636,0.12,,0.313090909=0A=
2010,7,,,,,,,,,=0A=
2010,8,,,,,,,,,=0A=
2010,9,,,,,,,,,=0A=
2010,10,,,,,,,,,=0A=
2010,11,,,,,,,,,=0A=
2010,12,,,,,,,,,=0A=
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